
 

 

  

 
FITCH RATINGS RATIFIES FSHOP CREDIT RATINGS AT AA(MEX) IN NATIONAL 

SCALE FOR ITS LONG TERM DEBT 
 

Mexico City, Mexico, February 12, 2018 --- FibraShop (FSHOP) (BMV: FSHOP13), CI 
Banco S.A. Institución de Banca Múltiple Irrevocable Número F/00854, the first real estate 
investment trust specialized in shopping centers, announced today that Fitch Ratings 
ratified FibraShop's ratings in the national scale at AA(mex) with negative outlook for its 
long-term debt, F1+(mex) for its short-term debt, AA(mex) for its Certificados Bursátiles 
Fiduciarios (CBFIs) FSHOP 15 maturing 2020 in the amount of Ps. 3,000 million, AA(mex) 
for is CBFIs FSHOP 17 maturing 2022 in the amount of Ps. 1,400 million,   AA(mex) for its 
CBFIs FSHOP17-2 maturing 2027 in the amount of Ps. 1,600 million, and  F1+(mex) for 
the short-term portion of its dual CBFIs program of short- and long-term revolving debt 
amounting to a maximum amount of Ps. 8,000 million with a 5-year term that cannot 
exceed the amount of Ps. 2,000 million in the short term. 

In Fitch Ratings' opinion, FibraShop ratified ratings take into consideration the business 
segment focus on shopping centers and the high-quality assets of its portfolio 
characterized with a diversified tenant mix and adequate occupancy levels. Additionally, it 
considers the EBITDA to net financial expenses as well as its strong liquidity profile. The 
ratings are limited by the low granularity of its portfolio in 18 shopping centers and the size 
of Fibra Shop in comparison with the industry in terms gross leasable area (GLA).  

Among the highlights noted by Fitch Ratings are: 

• High quality and tenant diversification, 

• High occupancy levels and competitive rental rates of occupation, 

• Solid liquidity level, 

• Simple commission scheme, 

• In Fitch's opinion, FibraShop's business size limits its ratings given that there are only 18 
shopping centers at the close of September 2017. 
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ABOUT FIBRASHOP 
FibraShop (BMV: FSHOP 13), is the only real estate option in Mexico offering a 
specialization in the shopping mall segment that has a long-track experienced 
management in the commercial sector, a solid operating and corporate governance 
structure, which guarantees transparency, efficiency and a profitable and secure growth 
vehicle. 
 
FibraShop is an infrastructure and real estate trust formed to acquire, possess, administer 
and develop real estate in the shopping center segment in Mexico. The initial portfolio 
includes eight properties in four states of the Mexican Republic and one in Mexico City. 
FibraShop is administered by a group of experienced management specialized in the 
industry with a long track record and is externally advised by Fibra Shop Portafolios 
Inmobiliarios, S.A.P.I. de C.V. 
 
FibraShop’s goal is to provide attractive returns to CBFIs holders, through stable cash 
distributions and capital appreciation. 

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS 
This report may contain certain forward-looking statements. Said forward-looking 
statements are not based on historic events but on the current views of the administration. 
We caution that certain declaration or estimates imply risks and uncertainties that can 
changed due to different factors that are not under the Company’s control. 

INVESTOR RELATIONS’ CONTACT IN MEXICO: 
Gabriel Ramírez Fernández, CFO 
Tel: +52 (55) 5292 1160, Email: gramirez@fibrashop.mx 
 
Irvin García Millán, Controller, FibraShop 
Tel: +52 (55) 5292 1160, Email: investor@fibrashop.mx 

 

INVESTOR RELATIONS’ CONTACT IN US: 
Lucia Domville, Grayling  
USA Tel: +1 (646) 284 9416, Email: FibraShop@grayling.com 

MEDIA CONTACT IN MEXICO: 
Jesús A. Martínez-Rojas R. Grayling México 
Tel: +52 55 56441247, Email: jesus.martinez-rojas@grayling.com 
  
  
 


